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The challenge for Product Recall Insurance companies and their policyholders to manually
explore their customer product’s defects from online customer reviews (OCR) delays
product risk analysis and product recall recovery processes. In today’s product life cycle,
product recall events happen almost every day and there is no practical method to
automatically transfer the massive amount of valuable online customer reviews, such as
defect information, performance issue, and serviceability feedback, to the Product Recall
Insurance team as well as their policyholders’ engineers to analyze the product risk and
evaluate their premium. This lack of early risk analysis and defect detection mechanism
often increases the risks of a product recall and cost of claims for both the insurers and
policyholder, potentially causing billions of dollars in economic loss, liability resulting from
the bodily injury, and loss of company credibility. This research explores two different kinds
of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) models and one Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic
model to extract product defect information from OCRs. This research also proposes a
novel approach, combined with RNN and LDA models, to provide the insurers and the
policyholders with an early view of product defects. The proposed approach first employs
the RNN models for sentiment analysis on customer reviews to identify negative reviews
and reviews that mention product defects, then applies the LDA model to retrieve a
summary of key defect insight words from these reviews. Results of this research show
that both the insurers and the policyholders can discover early signs of potential defects
and opportunities for improvement when using this novel approach on eight of the
bestselling Amazon home furnishing products. This combined approach can locate the
keywords of these products’ defects and issues that customers mentioned the most in
their OCRs, which allows the insurers and the policyholders to take required mitigation
actions earlier, proactively stop the diffusion of the detective products, and hence lower the
cost of claim and premium.
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INTRODUCTION

In the Product Recall Insurance landscape, as the number of
product recall events increases every year in almost every
industry, insurance companies are constantly faced with the
difficulty of predicting recall risk, assessing the potential of
loss, and estimating the premium. While manufacturers have
been using advanced quality control tools for product
development, defective products can still be found on the
market, and product recall events often happen [1]. The
motivation is this paper is to develop a novel approach,
combined with RNN and LDA models, to provide the insurers
and the manufacturers with an early view of product defects.

These product recall events can cost both the insurance
companies and the manufacturers billions of dollars of loss
and bring significant brand reputation impact that lasts for an
extended period. A good example is the recent 2016 Samsung
Galaxy Note 7 explosions recall event. This event cost Samsung
more than $5 billion of loss and the subsequent loss of sales in the
electronics industry [2]. Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty
(AGCS) has analyzed the average value of each product recall
insurance claim, excluding small value claims, to be about
1.4 million Euro between 2012 and 2017 [3]. Product recall
insurance is intended to provide manufacturers with financial
protection for the cost of the recall and their liabilities but when
the number of cases increases the insurers have become the
biggest victims.With the growth under the new era of Web
2.0, various social media and e-commerce sites such as
Amazon.com and Twitter.com now provide online virtual
communities for consumers to share their feedback on
different products and services. Such feedback, which always
includes customer complaints and defect information about
the products, can provide valuable intelligence, such as the
product’s design, performance, and serviceability, for the
insurers and the manufacturers to take remedial actions to
avoid potential recalls. While there is a large amount of such
information available on these sites, there is a lack of an effective
method to automatically distill the information to the
engineering team.

In the Samsung Galaxy Note 7 recall case, a study showed that
there were early customer reports of overheating problems
through online customer feedback before Samsung realized
and took action [4–6]. It is, however, a challenge for the
insurers and the manufacturers to manually read through a
large amount of customer feedback available online and be
able to discover early signs of product defects, delaying the
manufacturers to take necessary recovery actions.

As technology progresses with faster computers and better
computational algorithms, we are now able to collect, process,
and extract useful information from a large amount of textual
customer feedback. In the field of business and product design,
studies [7, 8] show that machine learning predictive models can
successfully extract useful information from OCRs, including
customer buying patterns and customer requirements on
future product design. This research provides the foundation
for applying machine learning predictive models to detect
defective product information from OCRs.

This research explores methods of extracting product defect
information from online customer reviews (OCRs) and
demonstrates a novel predictive model using Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic
model. The new predictive model provides the insurance
companies and the manufacturers with an early view into
product defects, enabling them to make an assessment of
product recall risks, and take required mitigation actions early
to proactively stop the spread of the defective products. This will
help both sides to prevent further damages and economic losses.

The scope of this research studies the viability of a probabilistic
model with RNN and LDA to analyze, extract, and identify
defective product information from OCRs. RNN is a type of
neural network model for analyzing time-series data. This model
can solve problems involving sequences of word order textual
data. LDA is a type of generative probabilistic model for
discovering a set of topics best describes a collection of
discrete data. This consists of the collection of customer online
review data with manual labels for supervised learning,
quantitative models for testing the hypothesizes associated
with identifying product defects, and verification of models.

The new proposed approach includes two quantitative RNN
classifiers and one LDA topic model. The first RNN classifier
differentiates negative OCRs from non-negative OCRs. The second
RNN classifier differentiates OCRs that contain defect information
from OCRs that do not contain defect information. The LDA topic
model, which combines the first and the second RNN classifiers,
generates a set of key product defect topics for a product using OCRs.

The input data consists of 9,000 randomly selected OCRs, and
their star ratings, from the furniture section of Amazon’s
Customer Review Public Dataset. This customer review dataset
will be used as input for the RNN classifiers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Data, we
discuss related literature reviews. Then, in Methods and Results,
we present a detailed explanation of the data and our proposed
model. After that, in Conclusion we present the results. Lastly, in
Discussion and Future Work, andData Availability Statement, we
end with conclusion, discussion and future work, respectively.

RELATED WORK

Product Defect and Product Recalls
These defective product recall events can cost manufacturers as
well as their insurers billions of dollars and bring significant
impact that lasts for an extended period. The United States
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has concluded
that deaths, injuries, and property damages from consumer
product incidents cost the nation more than $1 trillion
annually [9]. According to AGCS, these events have caused
insured losses of over $2bn over the past five years, making
them the largest generator of liability losses. An empirical, event-
time analysis found that product recall events had a direct impact
on the company’s equity price for two months after the events’
release [10]. These kinds of events expose companies not only to
economic damages, but also negative consequences such as loss of
goodwill, loss in product liability suits, and loss to their rivals [11].
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Due to increased product complexity and more stringent
product safety legislation [12], studies show that the trend of
product recall events is increasing and no industry is immune
from a product recall event [13]. Recalls happen when the
manufacturer does not address the issue or was unaware of it
before the product was distributed to the market. The main two
reasons for recalls are 1) a consequence of design flaws, which
make the product fail to meet required safety standards, and 2)
manufacture defects in products that do not conform to
specifications such as poor craftsmanship [14]. According to
Beamish [15], in the toy manufacturing industry, design flaws
contributed to 70.8% of the recalls, while only 12.2% of the recalls
were from manufacture.

Time to Recall and Product Recall Strategy
The strategy and the timing for the recall of a defective product
have a direct impact on both the finances and the reputation of
manufacturers and insurers. Time is an essential factor during a
defective product recall event. The longer the defective product
remains in the marketing and distribution process, the harder it is
for the company to take recovery action, and poses more potential
for injuries [16, 17]. Studies showed that manufacturers with a
preventive recall strategy in place, such as continuously
identifying product defects and initiating voluntary recalls,
have a shorter time to recall than companies with a reactive
approach such as initiating recall after a hazard is reported [17].
There is also research proving that a positive customer and public
relations impact on the company will result when a proactive
recall strategy is implemented during a product defect event [18,
19]. While it is hard to avoid the existence of defective product
risk, the aforementioned studies have shown that time to recall
and a company’s recall strategy have a direct impact on the
company’s reputation and losses, which supports the fact that
when a company has an early view of product defect, it can reduce
the loss of business and damage to reputation, and regain
consumer trust.

Opinion Mining With Online Customer
Reviews
With the rise of Web 2.0, social media and customer review sites
have enabled companies to discover consumer feedback on their
products with increased speed and accuracy. Information
embedded in CORs has a direct impact on companies and
their products [20]. Comparing to “Offline” word of mouth
customer opinions, OCRs have a much more significant
impact because of their persistent, easily accessible, and open-
to-public format [21]. Companies have been looking at OCRs to
improve their product and marketing strategies [22]. OCRs
enable companies to monitor customer concerns and
complaints, as well as to take corrective actions [20]. Some
companies even respond to these customer text reviews
personally to improve their service [23].

Product Defects Discovery
While there are several research studies and proposed algorithms
for using the previous generation products’ OCRs to provide

valuable information to engineers on the next generation of
product development and product design, there is little
attention in academia for using OCRs in the later stages of the
product cycle to discover customer complaints and product
defects [24]. Abrahams et al. proposed a new algorithm using
a sentiment analysis method to classify the type of product defect
information (e.g., performance defects, safety defects, non-defect,
etc.) embedded in OCRs for vehicles [24]. They recognized that
while traditional sentiment analysis methods can successfully
identify complaints in other industries, they fail to distinguish
defects from non-defects and safety from performance defects in
the automotive industry. This is because OCRs in the auto
industry that mentions safety defects have more positive
words, and fewer negative words and subjective expressions
than other OCRs. Alternatively, their team spent 11 weeks
building and tagging a set of automotive “smoke” words
dataset from the OCRs before doing sentiment analysis. This
method has shown success in defect discovery and classification,
but it is also highly domain-specific for the automotive industry.
Bleaney et al. studied and compared the performance of various
classifiers, including Logistic Regression, k-nearest neighbors
(k-NN), Support-Vector Machines (SVM), Naïve Bayes (NB)
classifier, and Random Forest (Decision Tree) on identifying
safety issues (“Mentions Safety Issue,” “Does Not Mention
Safety Issue”) embedded in OCRs in the baby product
industry [6]. They found that the Logistic Regression classifier
had the highest precision, with 66% in the top 50 reviews
surfaced. Zhang et al. proposed an unsupervised learning
algorithm using the LDA topic model’s method to group and
identify key information and words in each type of defect from
complaints and negative reviews [25].

While these studies have shown some success in using
sentiment analysis methods to extract defective information
from OCRs, these studies have not been able to locate
defectives with OCRs from a product level or accept all OCRs
from a single product.

Natural Language Processing
In the field of linguistics and computer science, there is active and
ongoing research on how to improve how computers understand
human behavior and language. The development of Natural
Language Processing (NLP), which is a type of artificial
intelligence concentrated on understanding and manipulating
human language, has achieved practical successes over the years.
NLPmodels have successfully helped researchers solve real-world
human text processing problems, especially research on using
OCRs to extract product defects [6, 24, 26]. In this research,
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Neural Network and
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) are used to extract product
defect information.

Text Representation
Word embedding is a widely adopted method in representing
raw textual data to its low-dimension property. This encoding
scheme transforms each word into a set of meaningful, real-
valued vectors [27]. Instead of randomly assigning vectors to
words, Mikolov et al. have created GloVe, one of the most
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widely-used pre-trained datasets among researchers for
mapping words to vectors, which is to be used in this
research [28]. This dataset maps words that have closer
English meaning to a closer vector scale in a general
sentiment analysis task. An example would be mapping the
term “king” in a closer scale to “man” in vector, while further
from “woman.” Other studies have also built models on top of
these two datasets to enhance word embedding in domain-
specific sentiment analysis tasks [27, 29, 30].

Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Another unsupervised NLPmethod that can discover textual data
insight is the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). LDA is a three-
level hierarchical Bayesian model that can discover a set of
unobserved groups, or topics, that best describe a large
collection of observed discrete data. As Blei et al. suggested,
the goal of LDA is to “find short descriptions of the members
of a collection that enable efficient processing of large collections
while preserving the essential statistical relationships that are
useful for basic tasks, such as classification, novelty detection,
summarization, and similarity and relevance judgments.” [31].
LDA was first proposed and used for discovering population
genetics structure in the field of bioengineering in 2000 [32] and
further used in NLP processing on textual data in 2003 [31].

Researchers have been using LDA to discover topics from a
large collection of OCRs to help the industry to gain insight into
their product. Santosha et al. and Zhai et al. both suggested using
LDA for grouping and producing an effective summary of product
features from a large collection ofOCRs. Santosha et al. successfully
used the product features terms from the LDA topic model to build
a FeatureOntology Tree for showing product features relationships
[33], while Zhai et al. built a semi-supervised LDA with additional
probability constraints to show product features linkage between
products [34]. Researchers have also suggested LDA topic model
can be used on serving industries to discover business insight such
as a summary of OCRs on travel and hospitality review sites. Titov
et al. and Calheiros et al. both have suggested using LDA outputted
topic’s terms to discover and analyze customer reviewer’s
sentiment for businesses to improve customer experience [35,
36]. In the field of product defect management, Zhang et al.
used the LDA topic model to discover short summaries of
product defects and solutions on a large amount of online
product negative reviews and complaints to help engineers and
customers discover product defect information [25].

Neural Network and Recurrent Neural
Network
A neural network is a set of connected computational input/
output units that loosely model the biological brain [37]. A neural
network can be trained iteratively with supervised data, can
recognize or “Learn” specific patterns embedded in this data,
and perform prediction tasks based on these learned patterns
without pre-programmed rules. In the context of this research,
the neural network plays an important role in solving text
classification problems, especially when using recurrent neural
network architecture [38]. Based upon the Neural Network

architecture, researchers in the 1980s have been proposing
adding recurrent connections between nodes to solve problems
involving sequential data, which is now called the Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) [39, 40]. While this type of network can
solve sequential recognition, Bengio et al. found that it is difficult
to solve problems where the sequences are getting longer and
prediction depends on input presented at an earlier time [41].
This is due to vanishing gradients where the error gradient
propagating back tends to vanish in time [42]. Hochreiter
et al. also proposed the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
approach, a particular type of RNN architecture, which further
improved the problem involving long data sequences. LSTM
overcomes this problem by adding gates in RNN nodes to
regulate the flow of information [42]. Researchers suggested
that LSTM can greatly improve the accuracy of sequence
learning, such as offline handwriting recognition [43], as well
as text classification problems that involve word order [38]. An
LSTM-RNN model can build the relations between sentences in
semantic meaning on text classification, which can increase the
model accuracy over that of the traditional methods [44, 45].

DATA

Data Collection and Data Labeling
The primary data source of this study is the OCRs and their
associated metadata from the Amazom.com marketplace. This
dataset contains customer text reviews, product information, star
ratings, review dates, and other relevant information. The
customer reviews dataset will be used as input for sentiment
analysis to identify negative customer reviews, determine their
usefulness in providing information about defects, classify the
types of defects found in the OCRs, and extract product defect
topics within the context of this research.

Amazon’s Customer Reviews Public Dataset is an organized
version of OCR data in a number of tab-separated values (TSV)
files for researchers in the fields of Natural Language Processing
(NLP), Information Retrieval (IR), and Machine Learning (ML).
This data set contains more than 130 million OCRs and
associated metadata in 43 product categories in the
United States marketplace from 1995 until 2015.

Furniture Customer Reviews and Data Format
The furniture section subset of this dataset was used in this study.
This data subset contains 792,114 OCRs and associated metadata
of customer options on Amazon furniture products. Due to the
constraint of manual labor in creating a supervised dataset, this
study randomly selected 3,000 Amazon OCRs with a rating of
three or more stars and 6,000 Amazon OCRs with a rating of one
or two stars for model building, training, and testing. A sample
data of this dataset is shown in Figure 1. The focus of this study is
the textual analysis in the “review_body” column of the dataset.

Data Labeling
Successful machine learning models are built on large volumes of
high-quality training data. To build RNN models that can extract
defective information embedded in each OCR, each OCR needs
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FIGURE 1 | Simple amazon raw data.

TABLE 1 | Definition of AWS SageMaker ground truth labels.

Label Definitions of Labels Example

Manufacturing defect OCRs that mention products that have manufacturing defects and/or
are improperly manufactured with physical parts, apart from its
intended design

I Was very happy with the purchase for the first 3 or 4 days. Then the
bearing dropped out of the tube in the middle of it. (review_id:
R238K8EITCNRZZ

Problematic design or
quality

OCRs that mention products that have a problematic design or quality
issue, with no mention of physical parts falling off

The knee cushion is not comfortable for sitting any longer than about
10 min. The chair is clunky and hard to move on the floor without picking it
up. (review_id: R31BYJESH8F2DO)

Bad customer service OCRs related to the frustration of delivery of the product or customer
support process, while not related to the physical products themselves

I Have since called twice more with no returned call. This is the worst
customer service I have ever received (review_id: R3VG1CFNR60ED)

No defect information
provided

OCRs did not mention any of the defect information from the last three
categories

We bought four of these, they are just some real cheap chairs that are
overpriced. (review_id: R2F8RCR0LFI7SS)

FIGURE 2 | AWS SageMaker interface for labelers.
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to be manually labeled by human labelers for RNN model
training and testing purposes. The “Amazon Web Services
(AWS) SageMaker Ground Truth” data labeling service was
procured to manually label OCRs to build the required supervised
dataset. AWS SageMaker Ground Truth provides a platform for
independent labelers to label machine learning tasks, and each of the
9,000 OCRs was reviewed by three human labelers to ensure the
accuracy of the data. Human-labeled results are also generated with a
confidence score for each label to ensure high-quality data.

Labelers were provided with a detailed definition of each label
with an example (as shown in Table 1) to categorize each OCR on
the AWS SageMaker Ground Truth interface in Figure 2.

Each of the OCRs was labeled with one of the following four
labels: “Manufacturing defect,” “Problematic design or quality,”
“Bad customer service,” and “No defect information.” The labels
of “Manufacturing defect” and “Problematic design or quality”
are identified as the two main reasons for a company to initiate
product recalls [14, 15]. “Bad customer service” is also added as
one of the labels because a customer service issue is also where
customers often report issues, especially while shopping on an
online platform. The human label is able to label and determine
which label is the OCRs related to the most in the minimalist and
clean interface as shown in Figure 2.

Data Preprocessing
Data preprocessing is an essential step in turning raw text data
from OCRs into useful information that the computer can read,
and machine learning can process. After the OCRs have been
extracted from the review body, the OCRs were cleaned and
preprocessed, and then turned into digitized text representation
vectors.

Text Preprocessing and Cleaning
Human-created text data often contains inconsistent wording,
special characters, and contractions, which can contribute to
inaccurate data analysis and affect model performance [37, 44,
46]. For this reason, text preprocessing and cleaning is an
essential step in ensuring input data quality with normalizing
words and removing unnecessary characters. The following three
steps are taken in this study to improve text data quality:
1) Stemming, 2) Stop-word removal, and 3) Special character,
numeric, and empty text removal.

Stemming is an NLP technique to groups and reduces
different words with the same root and linguistic meaning
into the same word stem or root form. This study employed
the Python Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) package
algorithms for the stemming process. The computer would
treat these different words with the same word stem as an
equal text vector representation. Stop-word removal can
remove over commonly used words in English that give no
or very little linguistic meaning to the overall context of the
given text. To avoid losing the textual message in translation,
this study used a custom-written Stop-word removal function.
Special character, numeric, and empty text removal is an NLP
technique to remove the non-text characters to improve data
quality such as “!”, “@”, “#”, and empty space. This increases the
machine learning model’s performance by only focusing on real
textual data.

The following two figures, Figures 3, 4 show an OCR before
and after these three steps were done.

The two figures, Figures 3, 4 show an OCR before and after
these three steps were done. The special character, empty text
and stop-words are removed to improve data quality.
Stemming process is also done in the text. Words such as
“replaced” are replaced with the root “replac” and “arrived”
are replaced with “arriv”. This allows the models later in the
process treat words with the same root with the same
meaning.

Text Representation
As mentioned in Text Representation, OCRs textual data have
to be turned into text representation in a digitalized format
inputting to machine learning models for computers to
recognize the information. This encoding scheme
transforms each word into a set of meaningful, real-valued
vectors to represent each word in a given text [27] This study
uses Word2Vector pre-trained datasets for mapping real
number vectors to words with similar linguistic meaning to
a closer vector scale [28]. This increases the efficiency of the
training process for the machine learning model. The data
preprocess also takes a text padding step to normalize the
length of the ORCs by padding “0” after the end of each text
representation before the OCRs are fed to the machine
learning model.

FIGURE 3 | Simple OCR before text preprocessing step.
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METHODS

Model Development and Testing
Procedures
The goal of this study is to develop and evaluate how the recurrent
neural network (RNN) classifiers and the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) topic model can extract product defect information from
online customer reviews (OCRs). After preprocessing the data, there
were three targeted statistical models used in the research in order to
accomplish the thesis statement of providing engineers with an early
view of product defects. They include two quantitative RNN
classifiers and one Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic
model. The first RNN classifier categorizes negative OCRs from
non-negative OCRs. The second RNN classifier categorizes OCRs
that mention defects from those that do not. The LDA topic model

provides engineers a view on groups of word items or topics that best
describe the type of defects found in a single product.

Figure 5, shows the end-to-end process as to how OCRs from
a single product is processed to extract product defect insight
using the fully trained and built models. The user of the model
would first select the specific product and do data preparation on
the dataset as described inMethods. After the data is prepared, the
data would then go though the three models as described in the
following passage in Results.

Model 1: Recurrent Neural Network Classifier for
Classifying Negative Revies From Non-Negative
Reviews
OCRs with negative sentiment has a much higher chance to
include complaints and defective issues about products as

FIGURE 4 | Simple OCR after text preprocessing step.

FIGURE 5 | End-to-end process.
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compared to OCRs with a non-negative sentiment. A classifier
built to distinguish negative OCRs from non-negative OCRs is
useful for giving engineers insight into the evidence of a product
defect. This RNN model contains five layers, as shown in
Figure 6.

The first layer is the input layer that takes input vectors.
The second layer is for word embedding, as was described in
Text Representation. The third layer is a dropout layer.
The dropout layer randomly sets the neuron’s output to 0
during each iteration of training to avoid overfitting.
The fourth layer is an LSTM layer with 128 LSTM
neurons chained in sequence for recurrently processing
information during the training step. After the information
is processed with the chained 128 LSTM units, information is

then sent to the output layer for classification. The output
layer uses one Sigmoid to separate the output into two classes,
either near 1 or near 0. This identifies the OCRs as either
negative OCRs or non-negative OCRs. This model uses the
Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) optimizer for
backpropagation to update the hidden LSTM layer with a
learning rate of 0.01. The whole dataset it consists of 9,000
OCRs with one-third non-negative OCRs and two-thirds
negative OCRs.

The model is then trained with 8,100 OCRs, which is 90% of
the total selected data with 50 epochs and a batch size of 32 OCRs
in each batch. A successfully trained RNN model is able to
automatically identify negative and non-negative OCRs with
no given label. This allows engineers to identify negative

FIGURE 6 | RNN model architecture and params for negative and non-negative OCRs classification.

FIGURE 7 | RNN model architecture and params for classifying OCRs that mention product defects vs. do not mention product defects.
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OCRs from online forums or markets that only contain text
reviews but no ratings. To test the accuracy of the RNNmodel on
classifying negative OCRs from non-negative OCRs, a set of 900
OCRs are separated for testing, which is 10% of the total selected
data, with one-third non-negative OCRs and two-thirds negative
OCRs. The RNN would then predict the labels of the testing data
and compare it against the actual label.

Model 2: Recurrent Neural Network Classifier for
Classifying Reviews That Mention Product Defects
From Reviews That do not Mention Product Defects
To further investigate which negative OCRs contain product
defect or issue information, a second RNN classifier is built to
identify OCRs that provide defective product information from
OCRs that do not. This RNNmodel is similar to the first one that
contains five layers, as shown in Figure 7.

Some negative OCRs do not contain defective product
information. For example, review id #R2F8RCR0LFI7SS states:
“We bought four of these, they are just some real cheap chairs that
are overpriced.” This OCR only mentions the product is
overpriced with no other information about the product issue.
The second example is review id #R3W0KKHC5LK7K5 with the
review title as “One Star,” and a two-word review in the text body
as “Pure junk.” These do not give engineers any information
about the product itself. The RNN model is trained with the two
labels: “Defect information provided” and “No defect
information provided”. The OCRs that are manually labeled as
“Manufacturing defect,” “Problematic design or quality,” or “Bad
customer service” are considered with defective product
information provided. Otherwise, OCRs with human labels of
“No defect information” is considered as no defect information
provided.

A successfully-trained RNN model is able to automatically
identify OCRs that provide defect information from OCRs that
provide no defect information without a given label. This
allows engineers to identify and filter out OCRs that are of
value for their engineering design and product correction. To
test the accuracy of the RNN model on classifying OCRs that
mention product defects from OCRs that do not mention
product defects, a set of 900 negative OCRs, which is 10%
of the total, was used for testing. The RNN would then predict
the labels of the testing data and compare it against the
actual label.

Model 3: Latent Dirichlet Allocation Topic Model for
Providing Product Defect Insight
The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model is able to
automatically offer engineers a view on groups of words, items, or
topics that best describe OCRs with defect information. The LDA
topic model builds a probabilistic text model by viewing a
document, or OCR, as a mixture of topics, each with its
distribution of topics [47]. This allows manufacturers to have
an early view of where the problem is.

The LDA topic model assumes that OCRs are represented as
random mixtures over k latent topics, where each topic is
characterized by a distribution over words [31] After a large
number of the iterative training process of reassigning words to

topics according to the multinomial distribution, the model is
converged with the K numbers of topics each with word
distribution that best describe the set of OCRs. The words that
make up the word distribution are able to tell the information
about the topics among the group of selected OCRs. This allows
engineers to have an early view on the OCRs that provided
defective information, before manually looking at each one
of them.

While LDA models are able to give a view of a list of topics
that a group of OCRs is mentioning, for its unsupervised
learning property, there is no actual label for the model to
test against. The most common evaluation metric that is used
on LDA models is topic coherence, which measures semantic
similarity among the top words that appear in the word
distribution for a single topic. This method might not
include the actual meaning of the words that tie back to
the defective information. Chang et al. suggested these
traditional topic coherence metrics are negatively
correlated with the measures of topic quality developed,
and they agree that human judgments and manual
determinations remain a better way to determine if the
LDA model is giving out informative topics among a set
of documents or OCRs [48].

To test out this LDA approach along with RNN models that
filter out OCRs that mention defective product information, a set
of OCRs of the eight top-selling home and furniture products on
Amazon were selected for testing. This process developed eight
test cases. The OCRs from each product were first filtered using
the first RNNmodel for selecting negative OCRs and then filtered
using the second RNN model for selecting OCRs that mention
defective product information. These OCRs were then inputted
into LDA for discovering essential topic information on defective
product information. The 10 highest-scoring words that build
upon the five LDA topics were used for testing purposes. Amazon
SageMaker labelers were then asked to identify if these topics, or
the group of words, are related back to the defectiveness of a
product or the details of a product itself. This method verifies
whether the output topic words are linked back to the product or
the defect itself.

RESULTS

This section provides comprehensive results of the three
presented models conducted during this study to give
engineers an early view of product defects and issues. The first
two models are recurrent neural network (RNN) classifiers that
categorize OCRs that contain product defect information. This
section also demonstrates the results of these models against the
human labels of both the model training and the model testing
stages. The last model is the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
topic model that can extract product defect information from
OCRs. A total of eight test cases for the LDA model using the
eight bestselling products on the Amazon.com home furniture
section was used. This section presents the output of the LDA
model along with its relevance to the defective product
information.
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Model 1: Recurrent Neural Network
Classifier for Classifying Negative Reviews
From Non-Negative Reviews
The first model is the RNN classifier for sorting negative OCRs
from non-negative OCRs. Negative OCRs are defined as those
OCRs with 1 or 2-star customer ratings. Non-negative OCRs
are those defined as OCRs with three or more stars customer
ratings. The model was trained with 8,100 OCRs and was
validated with 900 OCRs, with one-third non-negative OCRs
and two-thirds negative OCRs. The 8,100 OCRs were the
training dataset reserved for training the RNN model. The
900 OCRs, which had never been trained by the model, were
the testing dataset. The model was executed for 50 epochs,
with a batch size of 32 OCRs in each batch, at a learning rate
of 0.01.

This test evaluates the performance of the RNN Model for
classifying negative reviews from non-negative reviews. The test
data that was not trained by the model was predicted after the 50
epochs compared with the output against the actual label. Table 2
shows the prediction metrics and hypothesis test of this model.
This table shows the hypothesis test of the one sample Z-tests for
a proportion at alpha 0.05 with 70% accuracy. Figure 8 shows the
ROC curve of this model.

The model correctly predicted 765 OCRs out of 900 OCRs. This
was tested with a one-sample Z-test for a proportion to evaluate if
the model has an accuracy of 70% accuracy. With the area under a
ROC Curve at 0.930, the model has good predictive power. With
the p-value at 0, the hypothesis test successfully rejected the null
hypothesis, and thus this RNN classifier is sufficient in classifying
negative reviews from non-negative reviews.

Model 2: Recurrent Neural Network
Classifier for Classifying Reviews that
Mention Product Defects From Reviews
that do not Mention Product Defects
The second model is the RNN classifier for categorizing OCRs
that mention product defects from OCRs that do not mention
product defects. OCRs that mention product defects are defined
as the OCRs that are manually labeled as “Manufacturing defect,”
“Problematic design or quality,” or “Bad customer service.”OCRs
that do not mention product defects are defined as the OCRs that
are manually labeled as “No defect information”. This model was
trained with 8,100 OCRs and was validated with 900 OCRs. The
training data is the data used for training and fitting to the RNN
model. The testing data is the data used for testing the model,
which was not adjusted by the model. This model was executed
for 50 epochs, with a batch size of 32 OCRs in each batch, at a
learning rate of 0.01.

This test evaluates the performance of the RNN classifier for
classifying OCRs that mention product defects from OCRs that do
notmention product defects. The test data that was not fitted by the
model was predicted after the 50 epochs and results were compared
against the actual label. Table 3 shows the prediction metrics and
hypothesis test of this model. This table shows the hypothesis test
of the one sample Z-tests for a proportion at alpha 0.05 with 70%
accuracy. Figure 9shows the ROC curve of this model.

The model correctly predicted 779 OCRs out of 900 OCRs.
The predictive power of this model is good with the area under a
ROC Curve at 0.894. The hypothesis test was tested with one-
sample Z-tests for a proportion to evaluate if the model has an
accuracy of 70%. With the p-value at 0, the hypothesis test
successfully rejected the null hypothesis, and thus this RNN
classifier is sufficient in classifying reviews that mention
product defects from reviews that do not mention product
defects.

TABLE 2 | Prediction statistics and hypothesis test of for RNN model classifier for classifying negative OCRs from non-negative OCRs.

Prediction Statistics

True Positives 509 Testing accuracy 0.8500
False Positives 48 Testing precision 0.9156
True Negative 256 Testing F1 score 0.8851
False Negative 87 Testing recall 0.8593

One sample Z-tests for a proportion
H0: p � 0.7
H1: p > 0.7

Sample proportion 0.850000 95% confidence interval for proportion (0.826672, 0.873328)
Z-value 9,82 p-value 0.000

FIGURE 8 | ROC curve for RNN model for classifying negative OCRs
from non-negative OCRs.
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Model 3: Latent Dirichlet Allocation Topic
Model for Providing Product Defect Insight
The LDA topic model was used in this study to identify groups of
words, or topics, that best describe OCRs that have already been
identified as negative and embedded with defect information by
previous models. The selection provides the aggregated LDA
topic modeling result of the top eight furniture products on
Amazon.com as of 12th April 2020. Each product was provided
with five topics with 10 words each. Those groups of words were
validated by Amazon SageMaker human labelers to verify their
relevance to the product. Amazon SageMaker human labelers
were asked to evaluate if at least half of the group of words
retrieved by the LDA topics are relevant to detail, buying process,
usage, or defect of a furniture product.

Example Test Product: Linenspa 2 Inch Gel Infused
Memory Foam Mattress Topper, Twin
This is an example of one of the eights that were used in this
research. Linenspa 2 Inch Gel Infused Memory Foam Mattress
Topper is a polyurethanememory foammattress topper that adds
softness to the top of mattresses to enhance the sleeping
experience. This product received 12,684-star ratings at an

average of 4.7 out of five stars and 7,202 valid OCRs. The
RNN classifier for classifying negative OCRs from non-
negative OCRs identified 1,658 negative OCRs among the total
valid OCRs. The second RNN classifier for classifying reviews
that mention product defects from reviews that do not mention
product defects identified 1,363 OCRs that mention product
defects.

The LDA topic model was used to identify the five topics with
10 words each that best describe the OCRs which mention
product defects and generated a topic Coherence Value (CV)
of 0.4930. The following Table 4 shows the topics, their
supporting words, and their support weight. The topics were
also given to Amazon SageMaker human labelers for their
relevance to a furniture product or a product defect, along
with its corresponding confidence level.

Amazon SageMaker human judgment indicated five out of
five topics show words related to furniture products or
product issues. The five topics summarized the terms used
in OCRs that mention defects. Words that support topic
number five might indicate a body support problem with
the topper being too soft and the foam sinks. The following
list shows three sampled OCRs that indicate body support
problems using the word search function with the word
“support” in the data.

“Six months later the foam is squashed and offers no
support at all. She weighs less than 110 lbs. I will not buy
this pad again.” (review ID # R2MV2APVP8P9CX)

“This topper goes completely flat once you lay on it and
offers zero support.” (review ID # RYTH07FT8W7XS)

“This thing provided no support, it crushes down to
nothing anywhere there is the weight (I’m 5′9" 155 lbs
. . . Shouldn’t be an issue)” (review ID #
RRPFIQ56HYMVU)

A total of eight test product was evaluated with a one-sample
sign test in this research with a total of 32,301 ORCs ran through
this model. Amazon SageMaker human labelers were asked to
evaluate if at least half of the group of words retrieved by the LDA
topics are relevant to detail, buying process, usage, or defect of a
furniture product. Since there are eight test cases demonstrated in
this paper, one sample sign test was used for the hypothesis test.
Table 5 shows the number of relevant topics generated by each of

TABLE 3 | Prediction metrics and hypothesis test of RNN model for classifying OCRs that mention product defects from OCRs that do not mention product defects.

Prediction Statistics

True positives 579 Testing accuracy 0.8659
False positives 69 Testing precision 0.8985
True negative 200 Testing F1 score 0.9208
False negative 52 Testing recall 0.9208

One sample Z-tests for a proportion
H0: p � 0.7
H1: p > 0.7

Sample proportion 0.865556 95% confidence interval for proportion (0.843269, 0.887842)
Z-value 10.84 p-value 0.000

FIGURE 9 |ROC curve for RNNmodel for classifying OCRs that mention
product defects from OCRs that do not mention product defects.
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the eight products. The following Table 6 shows the result of the
one-sample sign test for the median.

The test products have a mean of 4.375 out of five topics and a
median of five out of five topics evaluated as relevant to a
furniture product or problematic product information. They
generated a mean topic CV of 0.4129 with all of them more

than 0.3, which indicates the words in topics are somewhat
coherent. Some test products generated a topic CV of higher
than 0.5, which indicates that they have a good coherence
between topics. This was tested with a one-sample sign test to
evaluate if the model can retrieve 70% of the topic relevant to a
furniture product or problematic product information. With the
p-value at 0.035, the hypothesis test successfully rejected the null
hypothesis, and thus, the LDAmodel can successfully retrieve key
product defect topics.

CONCLUSION

This research explored the best method to provide insurers and
manufacturers with an early view into product defects. While
there is a large number of OCRs available on social media and

TABLE 5 | Summary of test cases.

Summary of test cases

Test cases Relevance (Human Label) Topic CV Average confidence

Test case one 5 out of 5 topics are related to a furniture product 0.4930 0.948
Test case two 4 out of 5 topics are related to a furniture product 0.3583 0.950
Test case three 5 out of 5 topics are related to a furniture product 0.5162 0.948
Test case four 5 out of 5 topics are related to a furniture product 0.4256 0.950
Test case five 5 out of 5 topics are related to a furniture product 0.3959 0.944
Test case six 3 out of 5 topics are related to a furniture product 0.3503 0.946
Test case seven 4 out of 5 topics are related to a furniture product 0.3698 0.930
Test case eight 5 out of 5 topics are related to a furniture product 0.3942 0.950

TABLE 6 | Hypothesis test for LDA topic model.

One sample sign test for median

H0: η = 0.7

H1: η > 0.7

Sample (N) 8 Median 5
95% confidence interval for proportion (3.936, 5) p-value 0.035

TABLE 4 | Topic model words for LINENSPA Mattress topper.

Topic Words supporting the topic (support weight) Is this topic
relevant to the
product or a

defect? (Confidence)

Words Weight Words Weight Words Weight

1 Sleep 0.029 Pain 0.028 Bed 0.027 Yes (0.95)
Pad 0.027 Night 0.021 Use 0.016
Topper 0.014 Back_ 0.014 Hip 0.013

Pain
Help 0.013

2 Topper 0.035 Sleep 0.027 Bed 0.023 Yes (0.95)
Night 0.017 Get 0.016 Cool 0.016
Hot 0.014 Purchase 0.013 Bought 0.012
memory_foam 0.012

3 Bed 0.035 Topper 0.026 Smell 0.023 Yes (0.94)
Hour 0.021 Like 0.018 inch 0.017
Size 0.016 Open 0.016 Air 0.016
Order 0.015

4 Back 0.036 Return 0.027 Box 0.022 Yes (0.95)
Topper 0.020 Would 0.019 One 0.019
Try 0.015 Review 0.011 Amazon 0.010
Disappoint 0.010

5 Soft 0.036 Topper 0.026 Bed 0.022 Yes (0.95)
Sink 0.020 Support 0.020 Like 0.019
Foam 0.018 Firm 0.014 Really 0.014
Body 0.014
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e-commerce sites, it is difficult for insurers and manufacturers to
manually inspect those OCRs for defective information, which
will delay product recall. This research has demonstrated a novel
predictive model using RNN and LDA topic models to extract
product defects from OCRs in a fast and automatic way. As the
time to recall action increases during a product defect event, the
recovery will be more challenging [17]. This new predictive model
provides them with an early risk analysis on defective products
and defect detection mechanisms.

In summary, this research has proposed and constructed two
RNN classifiers and one LDA topic to determine if these models
can retrieve product defect information. The first RNN model
was able to identify negative OCRs, where most of these OCRs
consist of complaints and issues about the products. The second
RNN model was able to identify if the OCRs consist of one of the
following information labels about the products’ defect:
“Manufacturing defect,” “Problematic design or quality,” and
“Bad customer service.” The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
model successfully combined the first and the second RNN
models to retrieve key defect information on OCRs that were
negative and mentioned product defect. This combined model
was able to locate the keywords of the problems and issues that
customers mentioned the most in their OCRs, which in turn
achieved the goal of providing the insurers and manufacturers
with an early view into potential product defect events.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The purpose of this research was to investigate the possibility of
using probabilistic models for online customer reviews to retrieve
product defect information and provide insurers and
manufacturers with insight into the defects. Other than the
two RNN models discussed earlier, this research also
attempted to build a third RNN model to identify what kind
of defect type (“Manufacturing defect,” “Problematic design or
quality,” and “Bad customer service.”) was mentioned in the
OCRs. Due to the similarity of the use of words among the OCRs
mentioning product defects, the RNN model was not able to
classify OCRs down to the defect type. It was overfitted with the
classification type that has the heaviest weight. The assumption is
that the root cause is because the words used in all three classes of
labels were so similar that the model was unable to separate the

probability space. The initial assumption was that the model
could identify the difference among these words, but that was
proven not to be the case. This limitation with this RNN approach
provided an excellent space to use the LDA model. The LDA
model, combined with the first and the second RNN models,
successfully retrieved key information on OCRs that are negative
and mention product defects.

Future research may consider improving and refining the
accuracy of both the RNN classifiers and the LDA topic model
and addressing the main outstanding problem identified in
this research: the RNN classifier model for identifying defect
types. RNN classifiers may be improved by adding multiple
LSTM layers to construct a deeper neural network
architecture. The accuracy may be improved this way,
although the training time may increase. RNN classifiers
may also be improved by training on a larger supervised
dataset, while this would involve more manual labor work.
The other neural network architectures such as Convolutional
Neural Network layers can also be explored in future research
for increasing the performance of identifying defective
products. The deficiency for the RNN classifier that was
attempted to identify defect types could be solved by
constructing term frequency word lists for each defect type.
Abrahams et al. have developed a set of smoke words,
specifically for auto defect and auto safety issues, to
identify whether OCRs mentioned defect or safety issues
[24]. This method may be harder for particular classifiers
to differentiate “Manufacturing defect” from “Problematic
design or quality,” since they have a very similar use of
words in the OCRs.
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